Design and application of the network distance teaching system
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Abstract—Computer network generate a spatial and temporal separation in teaching activities, the new feature of the online teaching also make it possible to improve students’ learning efficiency by using of the theory of interactive activities and appropriate teaching strategies. This paper mainly discusses the problems exist in distance teaching system based on the Internet, and design an prototype model for distance teaching which could achieve a unified and efficient management of curriculums, teachers, students and teaching resource according to the specific requirement of school.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The final goal of teaching and learning is to achieve the desired learning target which can be realized only through the study of students. As we know, learning is a internal psychological cognitive processes of students. Only outside learning content and information enter the learning process, can the final learning outcomes formatted[1~3]. Therefore, we believe that centering on the learning process does help to combine teaching and learning, play the leading role of teachers and reflect the dominant position of students in learning activities. Distance teaching system, centers around learning process, is described as follow: Learning process points to learning goals[4~6]. To ensure the learning process achieve the learning goals successfully, a balance between the control from the teaching institutions and the learners, that is to maintain an appropriate ratio. When changes, which is fed back through a variety of communication to teaching institutions, appear in learners' intervention of the learning process, the conduct of the learning process would be affected. Once teaching staff receive the feedback, they would adjust the proportion of teaching and learning strategies in various media in order to adjust the entire proportion of the strategies. Besides, teaching staff could affect the learning motivation and cognition strategies of learners. Through these two ways, teaching staff adjust themselves and the intervention of learners in the learning process, so that the whole system is in a dynamic equilibrium. In the whole process, learning intervention is obtained through adjustment of the proportion of strategies centered around teaching and strategies centered around learning to achieve control of the intervention strength of teaching in learning process. In the system, we package strategies centered around learning and teaching in the medias through which transmit the teaching strategies to learners to intervene in the learning process[7].

II. PROBLEMS DESCRIPTION

In network distance teaching system, CAI courseware, replaces textbook and blackboard, is the direct source of knowledge of the students. So the quality of CAI undoubtedly plays an important role. Currently, CAI courseware are made by teachers and sent to network management center, then published on the internet. The whole process is confusing owing to lack of uniform standards. In addition, to lots of teachers, CAI courseware design is not a easy work. Different teachers make CAI courseware with different quality. Several teachers even just scan and paste the textbook which greatly lower the quality of courseware. Furthermore, network security has become a specialized discipline containing a wide range of content. Here we emphasize digital signature technology and data protection technology which are particularly prominent objects in network security for distance teaching system. To begin with, students enter the distance teaching system by username and password. Most recent distance teaching system only has one username, always the name of the teaching system or the university. Passwords are unified arrangement by school, general are students' number or a combination of students' number and class name. Such kinds of username and password can be stolen easily, resulting in unnecessary losses and troubles to the students, and disrupting the normal order of teaching. In addition, the courseware, handouts, test questions and answers are accumulated in teachers' years of teaching experience what should be included in the scope of protection of intellectual property rights. But many distance teaching system publish the information web without any data protection and free to copy, reprint and print. It is a serious violation of the intellectual property rights, and dampen the enthusiasm of teachers.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN BASED ON .NET TECHNOLOGY

A. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Network distance teaching platform based on B/S structure. WEB server stores the entire Web application programs of the network distance teaching platform, while database server stores the data information associated with online teaching and system management, such as user account, the Q & A Forum information, the student work
In traditional Web application program model, users need to submit the form to achieve page exchange. This click and wait mode forces users to interrupt work process and wait for page reload which badly affect the visual effects and interaction of Web pages. AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) send and receive asynchronous request/response of the server through communication technology (general SOAP and XML), then process them with display technology (JavaScript, DOM, HTML and CSS).[4] It allows flexible partitioning of application logic and the state between the client and server management, which not only eliminate the "Click - wait" dependent, but also provide a better server scalability. ASP.NET provides a number of built-in controls through which rich, interactive personalization AJAX-style applications can be compiled and it realize the seamless integration of browser UI and other applications convenient for development and debugging.

B. System function module

The network distance teaching platform is composed by three modules: teaching module, students module and administrator module. The three modules, relatively independent and associated with each other, form a perfect function, flexible operation network distance teaching platform. The function of teacher module are corresponding to the function of the student module, and the administrator module is used to manage personnel, courses, classes and courses to open of the network distance teaching platform. The system function modules are shown as figure 3:

C. Web Service

World Wide Web is the mainstream application in Internet. IIS (Internet Information Server) from Microsoft is a Web server with complete Web characteristics. Generally the Web browsers use HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) protocols to communicate with Web servers. HTTP supports the transmission of hyper texts and other files (including video and audio) in WWW. The details are as follows. First, the client Web browser opens a Web server connection, sends a Web page request which is normally the GET or POST request in HTTP. GET request can search static pages, images or other Web objects such as audio or video. Then the browser waits for the responses. Second, the request can be sent to responding Web server to process via Internet. The targeted server applies Uniform Recourse Locator (URL) to identify the domain. Web servers receive the requests, generate a response to client and close the connection, which searches for the files with the same directory in the URL and response to Web browser. In order to help the browsers get familiar with the types of transmitted files, the server must transmit the header information of Content-Type. Finally, Web browser receives the files and displays the images according to the HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) codes.

D. Database support

Modern distance education cannot be separated from the database management technology, which includes storage &
query of many educational data, and information associated with curriculum, student learning, teachers counseling, so the application of distance database system is very important. Currently, Web server access database mainly through CGI, API for Web server, ADO/ASP and so on. CGI (Common Gateway Interface) is a platform-independent communications standardization used to transfer information among Web browser, Web server and CGI application programs. CGI programs can be compiled in various programming languages and scripting languages, such as Perl, C/C++, VB. But it is low efficiency and difficult updated for CGI to access Web database. Therefore, in order to extend the function of server, almost all commercial Web server provide special used API (SAPI). For example, NSAPI for Netscape, ISAPI for Microsoft IIS. Generally speaking, SAPI are provided in pattern of DLL. Application using such SAPI is compiled into a DLL, thus becomes part of the Web server application called directly by the Web server. The speed and performance has been greatly improved, but the main drawback is the compatibility. Another technique is to use ADO/ASP. ADO (ActiveXData Object) is database access component in ActiveX component using OLE DB for its foundation and language independent components technology to provide a high level of packaging for OLE DB, thereby shield the basement details. ASP (Active Server Page), a component in Microsoft Web server IIS, provides a server-side scripting environment. Efficient Web database access can be realized through applying ADO component technology in ASP web development project.

IV. CONCLUSION

Network distance education, has characteristic of rich educational resources and collaborative learning, are gaining the generally recognized of the education community. Comprehensive evaluation can determine whether students learning course materials required, both of online quizzes and class exams can achieve different purposes. The online quizzes materials are sent to students by teachers, which should be finished by students in proper time. Teachers correct test papers timely, and send the results back to students. Many distance teaching system allows learners to answer the questions online. When completed, the answer could be submit by click the accomplish button. Teachers could comment on each answer through this kind of test method. Distance web-based network teaching mode will be recognized by people and become a common way of distance education. Combined with cable TV, distance web-based network teaching mode will also become backbone force in network distance education.
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Figure 1. The network topology of the system
Figure 2. The architecture of the system
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Figure 3. Network Distant teaching system functional modules